I. Introduction, If G is a group, its group algebra L l (G) consists of all complex functions ƒ on G for which the norm (i)
Il/Il-E I A*) i zeG is finite; addition is pointwise, and multiplication is defined by convolution :
(2) (ƒ**)(*) = E/öOsCr 1 *).
Any fGL^G) for which (3) '*ƒ = will be called an idempotent on G.
The support of a complex function ƒ on G is the set of all #£G at which ƒ(x) 5^0. The support group of ƒ is the smallest subgroup of G which contains the support of ƒ.
By methods involving Fourier transforms and the Pontryagin duality theory, the idempotents on abelian groups are completely known [2, p. 199] . (For nondiscrete locally compact abelian groups, the classification of the idempotent measures was completed by P. J. Cohen [l] .) Let us draw attention to the following facts, of which (A) and (D) are probably the most striking:
(A) If ƒ is an idempotent on an abelian group G, then the support group of f is finite.
(B) Idempotents on abelian groups are self-adjoint (i.e., fix" 1 ) is the complex conjugate of ƒ(#)).
(C) On a finite abelian group there are only finitely many idempotents (namely 2 W if the group has n elements). On a countable abelian group there are at most countably many idempotents. 
and if
-ir, explicit computation shows that ƒ * ƒ =ƒ. If r is real and 12r 2 < 1, then £ and g can be taken real in (14), and the resulting idempotents ƒ are self-adjoint. If r is not real, ƒ is not self-adjoint. Here \ü\ denotes the number of elements of il. We sketch the proof. Let S be the support of/, let w = max \fix)\ (#GG), and let H be the set of all xGG at which |fix) \ = m. Clearly H is finite. For xÇEHy we have Since ||/|| = 1, (17) is only possible if y^xÇzH for every yÇzS, i.e., if S^HC-H-Since HC.S, it follows that iJ is a group, and then that S = H. Also, If(x) I = I £T| -1 on iJ. The equation fix) = E/^)/^1*) then forces the arguments of fiy)fiy^1x) to be equal to the argument of fix) y for all x, y G #, and this gives (16).
Since non-negative idempotents have norm 1 or 0, the above theorem characterizes them as well.
Finally, observe that (16) implies that fixy) ~fiyx) for all x, yÇzG. In other words, all idempotents of norm 1 lie in the center of the group algebra. It would be interesting to know whether statement (A) of the Introduction is true for all central idempotents.
